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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B be an open ball in the Euclidean n-dimensional space R*. If F is a 
compact subset of B we define the conformal capacity of the pair F, B as 
r,(F, B) = ir;f I/ grad f I* dx = iyf jl grad f 11: (1) 
where the infimum is taken over all functions f such that f = 1 on F, fe Corn 
and the support off, supp f, is a subset of B. 
For a fixed F the quantity I’,(F, B) depends of B and it is easy to prove (see 
Section 2) that I’,(F, B), 12 > 1, tends to zero for any F when the radius of the 
ball B tends to infinity. On the other hand (see Section 2) the condition 
T,(F, B) = 0 does not depend on the ball B, i.e., different balls B containing F 
give the same exceptional sets F. Since we are primarily interested in metrical 
characterizations of exceptional sets F we fix a (large) ball B once and for all, 
usually drop B from the notation and speak of the conformal capacity of F, 
r,(F) = r,(F, 4 
We assume that all sets considered are subsets of B. Since, as is easy to see, 
I’,(F) > 2, for every nonempty F, we assume throughout that n 3 2. 
For an arbitrary subset E of B we define the inner and the outer conformal 
capacity in the usual way: 
and 
J,(E) = sup{T’,(F): F C E, F compactj 
*T,(E) = inf(.J,(G): G I) E, G open}. 
It is known (capacitability theorem; see [21, p. 122; 12, p. 12941) that J,(IT) 
and *I’,(E) coincide when E is a Bore1 set and, more generally, an analytic set. 
In particular T,(E) = J,(E) = *T,(E) f or all compact E, and we extend r,(E) 
to an outer measure defined on all E by putting 
r,(E) = *r,(E), all E. 
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Conformal capacity has been introduced by Loewner [lo]; see also Maz’ja [l 11. 
It is important in the theory of quasi conformal mappings in space (see for 
instance [7]). Many authors have considered the problem, usually in a somewhat 
more general context, to characterize the exceptional sets for conformal capacity 
in terms of the classical potential theoretic capacity and Hausdorff measure A,&; 
see [19], Regetnjak [17], Maz’ja and Havin [12, 131, Meyers [14], and Adams 
and Meyers [2]. The purpose of the present note is to collect the known results 
about the relationship between exceptional sets for conformal capacity and 
Hausdorff measure, and to prove that these results are best possible. Theorems 
4.1 and 4.3 (see Section 4) in this note are special cases of results in [13, 141 and 
these theorems are shown to be best possible in Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 (Section 4). 
Another construction showing, with a slight extra condition, that Theorem 4.1 
is sharp is given in [13, Section 71. In particular, Theorems 4.1-4.4 imp]!- the 
following results: 
z-,(E) : 0 =a A,(E) =: 0 if h(r) = (log(l/r))’ II t, t > 0, 
r,(E) = 0 $:- A,(E) = 0 if h(r) = (log( 1 /r))l-‘l) 
A,,(E) i m, h(r) = (log(l/r))l-” =- P,(E) ==: 0, 
and 
.l,,(l:‘) = 0, hi h(r) (log(l/r))‘Z-l = 0 $2. T,,(B) = 0. 
The case IZ -=_ 2 is particularly simple. It is well known that r,(E) r,(B, B) 
reduces to a suitably normalized Green capacity. Since I have not been able to 
find any suitable reference I collect some references to a proof of this fact in 
this note (Theorem 5.1). This Green capacity and the classical logarithmic 
capacity are zero simultaneously and thus it follows that r,(E) = 0 if and only if 
the outer logarithmic capacity of E is zero, a fact which also follows if we combine 
Theorem 2. I with [6, p. 1981. By means of the familiar relations between 
Hausdorff measure A,(E) and the classical potential theoretic outer K-capacity 
C,(I?) (see [4] or [18]) Theorems 4.1-4.4 give information for a general n about 
the relation between J’JE) and C,(E), for example: 
F,(E) -~~ 0 z- C,(E) = 0 if K(Y) = (log( 1 lr))“- I+<, t :,. 0, 
and 
C,(E) = 0, K(Y) = (log( 1 /y))“-I-‘, E :> 0 =+. T,,(E) =- 0. 
Note in particular that r,(E) = 0 if the logarithmic capacity of E is zero, 
C,(E) = 0, K(r) = log l/r, but that the converse is true only for n = 2. 
Finally we remark that there are results analogous to Theorems 4.14.4 
(Remark 4.2, Section 4) for the k, p-capacity r,,,(E) [12, 201 which are obtained 
by introducing derivatives of order K and replacing n by p in definition (I) (if 
lzp < n there is no need for B). 
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The plan of this note is as follows. In Section 2 we comment on the definition 
of r,(E) and introduce the Bessel capacity. Section 3 is devoted to some necessary 
preliminaries about nonlinear potentials. In Section 4 we give the connection 
between r,(E) = 0 and A,(E) = 0, and in Section 5 the connection between 
.I’,(& B) and Green capacity. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall make several remarks on definition (1) of the conformal capacity 
r,(F, B), 1z > I. The infimum in (1) remains unchanged if we consider a much 
larger class of functionsf than we did in the definition of J’,(F, B) as well as if 
we consider a somewhat smaller class. This is a consequence of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let F be a compact subset of the open ball B. Let the function u 
be continuous and absolutely continuous on lines in B\F in the sense that II, in any 
closed ball in B\F, is absolutely continuous on almost all line segments parallel to 
the coordinate axes. Furthermore, let u have boundary values > 1 on aF, the boundary 
on F, and <O on 8B. Then 
P,(F, B) = i;f / 1 grad w In dx < / ] grad u In dx 
Rn B\F 
where the infimum is taken over all functions w E Co”(R”), 0 < w < 1, supp w C B 
such that w = 1 in a neighborhood of F. 
Proof. We may assume that u is real. We fix a, 0 < a < 3 and put, in B\F 
(compare [7, p. 5011) 
v==o if u < a, 
= (u - a)/(1 - 2a) if a<u<l-a, 
-1 if l-a<<, 
and extend v to be 1 on F and 0 on VB. Now, let 4 E Com(Rn), q4 > 0, S#I dx = 1, 
and put w = 4 * v. Then w E Com(Rn), 0 < w ,( 1 and, by the assumptions, 
supp w C B and w = 1 in a neighborhood of F if supp 4 lies in a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of the origin. We have 
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by an application of Schwarz’ inequality and the fact that s$ dx = 1. Hence 
1 grad w I2 < $ * 1 grad e, I2 and 
i/ grad w IIE < II $ * I grad u I2 11% G (II 4 III /I I wad v I2 lLdni2 
= // grad v 11: < (1 - 2a)-” Jsi, ] grad u ]12 dx. 
The lemma follows by letting a + 0. 
We also remark that 
I’,(F, B)-+ 0, as r + co, if B = B(0, r) == {x: / x ; SC rj. 
This is a consequence of the fact that, if F = B, := B(0, ri), 0 < ri < Y, and 
wI1 is the area of the unit sphere in R’“, then [8, p. 5001 
T,(B, , B) = w,(log ~/r~)l-~ --f 0, Y--t 03. 
Finally we remark that I’,(F, B) = 0 if and only if [20, p. 2571 
where f ;;“-: 1 on F, f E Corn, and f is assumed to have support in any fixed neigh- 
borhood of F. In particular, the condition T,(F, B) == 0 does not depend on B. 
Next we define the h-Hausdorfl measure A,(E) of any set E with respect to the 
measure function h. Let h be a continuous nondecreasing function in some 
interval IO, r,[, r,, > 0, and assume that h(r) + 0, as r -+ 0. Let, for 0 < E < r0 , 
{Ei} be a denumerable covering of E by sets Ei having diameter d(EJ < E, and 
put 
There are many related definitions of Hausdorff measure which give set 
functions that are zero simultaneously. In fact, let A,‘(E) denote the set function 
obtained by requiring that all the sets Ei in the definition shall be balls (whether 
they are open or closed is irrelevant since h is assumed to be continuous) and let 
cl:(E) be the set function obtained when all Ei are balls and the diameter d(E!) 
in the definition is replaced by the radious yi of the ball Ei . Then 
4(E) f 4(E) < h’(E) < 4i(E), 
where c -m=~ c(n) is a constant. 
all E, 
We shall need the following theorem which is a special case of a result proved 
in different degrees of generality by many authors [17, Sections 6, 16, 20, and, 
in this formulation, 15, Theorem 3.21: 
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THEOREM 2.1. I’,,(E) = 0 if and only ;f there exists a nonnegatiwe function 
f EL”(R”) such that 
s 
f(r) 1 x _ y p-1 dY = Q for every x E E, (2) 
without the integral (2) being identically in$nite. 
It is easy to see that the socalled Riesz potential of order 1 off occurring in (2) 
may be replaced by the Bessel potential of order 1 off, 
(goof) - j-g&-y)f(y)dy> 
where the Bessel kernel g, of order 1 is defined as the Fourier transform of 
(27r)-n/2 (1 + 1 x l2)-1/2. Th e k ernel g, is a positive, decreasing function of / x 1 , 
continuous outside the origin, g, eL1(Rn) and, for some positive constants c, 
and c2 , 
and 
gl(x) = O(ewel”‘), as X-+00 
gl(x) = (c2 + o(l)) I x P+l, as x -+ 0, 
i.e., the kernels gr(x) and ( x I- n+l are comparable at x = 0 from which the 
above assertion concerning (2) easily follows. By means of the Bessel capacity 
B,(E), introduced in [14, 171, 
B,(E) = 4,,(E) = inf{ll f 11:: f > 0, gl *f > 1 on E}, 
it then easily follows that Theorem 2.1 has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. r,(E) = 0 9 B,(E) = 0. 
3. NONLINEAR POTENTIALS 
In this section we collect the results which we shall need about the nonlinear 
potentials (n > 1) 
U,” = u;,, = g, * (g, * p)*‘--l, 
where I/n + I/n’ = 1 and hence 12’ - 1 = l/(n - I), and /.L is a positive Bore1 
measure on R”. We shall use the notation ~(x, r) for the ,u-measure of the closed 
ball with center x and radius Y, i.e., 
CL@, r> = 1-41~ E R*: I x -Y I < r>>, XER%, Y > 0. 
We first cite two theorems referring to the original papers for proofs. 
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THEOREM 3.1. (Maximum principle; see [12, Theorem 1; 2, Theorem 2.31). 
Un"(x) < ~S~P(~,"(y>:Y~S~PPtL~, for all x”, 
where c = c(n) is a constant. 
THEOREM 3.2. [13, Section 6 and 1, Theorem 21. There exist positizle 
constants a and b such that, for all x and p 
and 
T/,“(x) < a 6 (~(x, r))n’-l erbr(dr/r) 
UnM(x) 2 (l/a) jOm (p(x, r))n’-l ecrib(dr/r). 
We shall use this result in combination with the next two theorems which 
give conditions that the conformal capacity r,(E) shall be positive. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let E be an analytic set. Then r,(E) > 0 ;f and only ;f there 
exists a nontrivial measure p >, 0, supp F C E, such that lJ,u is bounded. 
This theorem follows easily from Corollary 2.1 and [2, Corollary 2.21. In 
order to show how the nonlinear potentials enter into the present investigation 
we give a proof. 
Proof. F,(E) > 0 c> r,(F) > 0 for some compact set F C E, because of the 
capacitability theorem, since E is analytic. By Corollary 2.1 
r,(F) > 0 c-s B,(F) > 0. 
But according to [14, Theorem 141 the last condition is equivalent to the existence 
of a nontrivial measure p > 0, supp p C F, such that /I g1 * p ~ n’ < 1. But 
,’ g1 * /A 11;: = 1 (g, * p) (g, * /L)~‘-’ dx = s U,‘” dp, 
where the last equality is obtained by writing g, * p as an integral and changing 
the order of integration. If s U,,u dp < 1, then the restriction v of p to a suitable 
subset of supp p is nontrivial and Unv is bounded on supp v and hence, by Theo- 
rem 3.1, on Rn. This gives the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. I’,(E) = 0 if and only if there exists a positive measure p with 
p(R”) < co such that Umu(x) = co for all x E E. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.1 we may consider B,(E) instead of I’,(E). According 
to [3, p. 189; I owe this reference to Dr. T. Sjodin] B,(E) = 0 if and only if 
inf{p(Rn): p :z 0, C,z~L(.~) 1 , s c E} 0. (3) 
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The condition about the infinite nonlinear potential clearly implies (3). On the 
other hand (3) implies the existence of measures pj 3 0, &I?“) < 2-j, such 
that Uz > j on E, j = 1, 2 ,.... Hence p = Cl pj 3 0 satisfies p(P) < co and 
U,’ > U;i > j on E, all j, i.e., U,,” = cc on E, 
which gives the theorem. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let pcLI , j = 1, 2 ,..., and TV be finite positive measures such that 
for all continuous functions f with compact support (pj converges vaguely to p). 
Then 
UnU(x) < lim inf UEj(x), 
j-+x 
for all x. 
Proof. Define a nondecreasing sequence of continuous functions g,,, , 
N = 1, 2,..., with compact support such that g&x) = gr(x) for N-1 < 
1 x 1 <N. Then 
The inner convolution tends to g,,, * p, as j+ co, by assumption and hence 
the whole right-hand member tends to g,,, * (gr,, * p)*‘--I (x) by Lebesgue’s 
theorem on dominated convergence. The last expression tends increasingly to 
U,+), as N-+ co, which proves the lemma. 
4. METRICAL CONDITIONS AND F,(E) = 0 
The following theorem (stated for analytic sets) is due to Maz’ja and Havin 
[13, Section 71; (see also [l, Theorem 21) and represents a sharpening of many 
earlier results. 
THEOREM 4.1. I’,(E) = 0 implies A,(E) = 0 for all measure functions h 
satisfying 
s 
(h(r))“‘-l (dr/r) < co. 
0 
(The notation indicates that the integration shall be over some interval [0, r,], 
r. > 0.) 
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Proof. Since r,(E) is an outer measure there exists a G,-set E0 r) E such 
that r,(E,) = r,(E). By replacing, if necessary, E by E,, we may therefore 
assume that E is a Bore1 set. The proof now proceeds as in [13]. Assume that 
/l,(E) > 0 where h satisfies the condition in the theorem. Since E is a Bore1 set 
there exists a compact set F C E such that A,(F) > 0 (see [4, Chapter II]). By a 
theorem by Frostman [4, Chapter II] we can find a nontrivial measure p > 0, 
supported by F C E such that ~(x, r) < h(r) f or all x and all r > 0. By Theorem 
3.2 Z-TnU is bounded and hence r,(E) > 0, by Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 4.1 is best possible in the sense given by Theorem 4.2 below which 
is analogous to a result by Taylor [18, p. 5271 on the connection between 
Hausdorff measure and the classical potential theoretic capacity. First we 
introduce a density concept. Let B(x, Y) == {y: i x - y i < r) and assume that 
the set E is measurable with respect to the h-Hausdorff measure (this is satisfied 
for instance if E is a Bore1 set). We say that E has positive lower spherical h-densit?~ 
at a point s if 
lim inf A,(B(x’ ‘> n E, > 0 
r40 h(2r) * 
EXAMPLI:. See the remark after the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let h he a measure function such that 
i 
(h(r))+-l (&jr) = cc. 
'0 
Let E be a Bore1 set satisfying 0 < A,(E) < co such that E has positive lower 
spherical h-density at every point x E E. Then r,,(E) == 0. 
Proqf. Define a measure TV by 
~(4 = &(A n E), A Bore1 set. 
According to (4) there are, for any fixed x E E, numbers c > 0 and Y,, > 0 such 
that 
P(X, r) = A,(B(x, r) n E) > ch(2r) for 0 < Y < r,, . 
Consequently U?&“(X) == 00, x E E, by Theorem 3.2 and r,,(E) = 0 by Theorem 
3.4. 
Remark 4.1. The set E has positive lower spherical h-density at every 
xEEif,forOir<r,,h(2r)<ch( ), h Y w ere the constant c satisfies 1 ::G c < 2”. 
and E is a set of the Cantor type, 
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where Ek , obtained in the kth step, consists of 2kn n-dimensional intervals with 
edges of length II, , 21,,, < II, , obtained in the usual symmetrical way, and lk is 
chosen such that 
cl < 2”“h(&) < c2 , c, , c2 constants. (5) 
This is realized in the following way. If Ik is one of the 2kn intervals in Ek , the 
symmetry implies that 
A,(E nI,) = ~t,(E)/2~% 
and consequently (see [2, p. 8991) 
lim inf Ah(E n Ik> 
k+m h(zk) 
Due to the properties of h, in particular h(Z,) < const h(Z,+,), this easily gives 
that E has positive lower spherical h-density at every point of E. It should be 
noted that it is possible to choose Zk , 21, < L-r , such that (5) is satisfied. 
Because if 2”“h(Z,) = A, then 
2”‘“+l’h(Zk/2) > 2nfk+l’h(Zk)/c = 2nA/c > A 
since c < 2”, and consequently it is possible to choose I,,, < lk/2 such that 
2n’“+l’h(Z,+,) = A. 
The next theorem is in somewhat different formulations than ours due to 
Meyers [ 14, Theorem 211 and Maz’ja and Havin [13, Section 71; a slightly 
weaker result has been proved by ReSetnjak [17, Theorem 4.21. 
THEOREM 4.3. A,(E) < co, h(r) = (log l/r)‘-” * T,(E) = 0. 
PYOO~. Since the Hausdorff measure has the property that there exists a 
G,-set A3 E, such that A,(A) = A,(E), we may assume that E is a 
G,-set. The proof by Maz’ja and Havin now essentially proceeds in the following 
way. 
Assume that T,(E) > 0. Since a G,-set is analytic there exists, by Theorem 
3.3, a nontrivial measure p > 0, supp p C E, such that U,,u = g, * (gi * ~)~‘-l 
is bounded, and hence according to a standard argument such that there exists 
a decreasing function k on IO, 03[ satisfying k(r) 4 co as Y + 0, such that 
(g,k) * (g, * ~)~‘-l < c, c constant. (See for instance [4, Chapter IV]; notice 
that (g, * I”)“‘-~ E Z?(F) since, by the proof of Theorem 3.3, iI g, * p 11:: = 
$ LJnu dp.) Hence, if 0 < Y < 1, 
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Since si(x) > const// x /+l when 1 x j is small, and 1 J’ - x I :< 1~ - x / -L 
j x -- z / c< 1 y - x / + Y < 2 1 x - y 1 , this gives, for small Y and all x 
const k(r112) (~(x, Y))“‘-i log $ . 
If we cover E with spheres Bj = {x: 1 x - xj i < rj], ri < r,, , r0 small, this 
estimate gives, since 12’ - 1 = l/(n - 1) and C p(Bj) 3 p(E), 
2 (log l/yj)l-n > const(k((r,)112))“-1 p(E) -+ 30 as Y. + 0. 
It follows that A,(E) = cc and the theorem is proved. 
WTe shall now prove that Theorem 4.3 is best possible in the following sense. 
‘I‘HEOREM 4.4. Let h be a measure function such that 
lim+trf h(r) (log( 1 /r)>“-’ = 0. 
Then there exist compact sets E such that 
A,(E) = 0 and T,(E) > 0. 
Proof. We shall construct E by means of a generalized Cantor type con- 
struction as a subset of R1, 
E=fiEJR’, 
0 
where E,, , v = 0, I,..., shall consist of n, closed intervals each of length 1, . 
We put E,, == [0, +I, i.e., no = 1 and lo = a, and E,, v > 1, is obtained as a 
subset of E;_, in the following way. Every interval IV-r of the n,-, intervals in 
E,. 1 is divided into equally many subintervals such that every second subinterval 
counted from left to right, including the ones containing the endpoints of I,-, , 
is given length Z, and shall belong to E, , and every second subinterval is given 
length d, and shall belong to VE, . 
h’ote that A,(E) -= 0 if 
WC put 
WY4 --+ 0, I’--+ m. (6) 
$(Y) = h(r) (log( I /Y))“-‘, 
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and shall choose Z, such that p(Z,) + 0, v + co, which is possible by the assump- 
tion on h. The interesting case is, of course, when h(r) tends to zero as slowly 
as possible, when r -+ 0. However, by choosing Z, suitably we may also get p(Z,) 
to tend to zero arbitrarily quickly, as v + co. We put 
% = b(W1 P%(l/w-ll + 1, [ ] = integer part, 
which means that (6) is satisfied. Observe that n,Z, tends to zero for the interesting 
choices of h which means that the construction is possible. 
Let, for every v, pV be the measure consisting of the unit mass distributed 
uniformly on E, . We shall prove that the potential UC is uniformly bounded 
(in v) if p(Z,) tends to zero sufficiently rapidly. 
Consider a point x,, E E and let 1” be the interval from E, which contains x,, , 
for v = 0, l,.... Let 7, = Z.L~ 11” be the restriction of pV to 1, . If pV(xO , r) and 
~~(xs, r) denote the mass distributed on {x: 1 x - x,, 1 < r> by pL, and TV, 
respectively, it is a fact that 
and that, consequently, 
(/%(x0 , rY’-l<go h(xo 2 r>F-l, 
since n’ - 1 < 1. By means of Theorem 3.2 this gives 
(7) 
Thejth integral in the right member of (7) is majorized by (ci denote constants) 
7L-1 
e-br $ + j-1 (+)“‘-’ e-br ; + lrn (t)” -’ e-b+- $ 
< c~(TzJ-~’ + (ni)l+’ log l/Zi + cz(nj)l+’ 
< ca(ni)l--n’ log l/Zj < cs(p(ZJ>“‘-l. 
By (7) it follows that U2 is uniformly bounded on E if 
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We choose Zj so small so that this is satisfied. But &,} converges vaguely to a 
positive measure p, supp TV C E, p(E) = 1. Since U2 is uniformly bounded on 
E, Lemma 3.1 gives that U,u is bounded on E and hence, by Theorem 3.1, 
U,u is a bounded function. Consequently I’,(E) > 0 by Theorem 3.3 and since 
A,(E) = 0, by (6), Theorem 4.4 is proved. 
Remark 4.2. There are analogous results for the k,p-capacity T,,,(E) (see 
the Introduction); concerning Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 we refer to the references; 
Theorems 4.2 and 4.4 hold with similar proofs for p > 2. Note that one half 
of the analog of Theorem 3.4 is not true for p < 2 [3, p. 1891. 
5. THE CASE n = 2 
Let G = Gs be the Green function for the open ball B C R2 and 
~~(4 = I, G(x, r> 4-4~) 
the Green potential of CL. For a compact subset F of B we define the Green 
capacity C(F) == C&F, B) of F as 
C,(F, B) = sup{/~(R~): /L > 0, supp p C F, u” < 1 j. 
We then extend the Green capacity in the same way as the conformal capacity 
to a set function C,(E, B) defined for all EC B. We refer to [9] for basic facts 
about Green potentials. 
THEOREM 5.1. 
I’,(E, B) = 2d’,(E, B) for all E. (8) 
Proof. (1) Let F be compact. Let 4 E COm(R2), supp+ C B, 4 > 1 on F. 
The inequality 
GE B) < (11277) j I grad #J I2 dx, 
was proved by Deny and Lions [5, p. 3471 with the Green capacity replaced by 
logarithmic capacity. Since 4 = uy where 27r dv(x) = --L)#x) dx, it is easy to 
check that their proof remains valid for the case with the Green capacity. By 
taking the infimum over 4 we get 
G-(F, B) < U/277) rz(-C B). 
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(2) Let F be compact and let p be the equilibrium measure of F (for the 
Green potential) of total mass C,(F, B). Suppose that all points of F are regular. 
The equilibrium potential ZP is continuous and absolutely continuous on lines, 
uu = 0 on aB and uu = 1 on F. We have (see for instance [9, p. 971) 
1 uu dp = (1/27r) 1s 1 grad uu I2 dx. 
The left member equals C,(F, B) and the right member is, by Lemma 2.1, 
larger than or equal to r,(F, B)/27~. Hence 
G(F, B) >, (l/W r,(F, B). 
(3) Let F be compact and let, for 6 > 0, F, be the set of points situated at a 
distance less than or equal to 6 from F. By (1) and (2) relation (8) is true for 
E = F, and consequently for E = F and for an arbitrary E. The theorem is 
proved. 
Of course, the proof also works with B replaced by a more general open set. 
In higher dimensions the method of proof gives a corresponding theorem. This 
theorem in higher dimensions also follows if we combine [21, Theorem 3.81 
and [6, p. 2001. 
SUMMARY 
Let B be an open ball in the Euclidean n-space Rn. If F is a compact subset 
of B the conformal capacity of the pair F, B is defined as 
T’,(F, B) = inf 1 1 gradf In dx 
where the infimum is taken over all functions f such that f = 1 on F, f E Corn, 
and the support off is a subset of B. For a fixed B the conformal capacity 
r,(F) = r,,(F, B) is extended in the usual way to an outer measure defined for 
all subsets of B. Conformal capacity is important in the theory of quasi- 
conformal mappings in space. The purpose of the note is to collect the known 
results about the relationship between exceptional sets for conformal capacity 
and Hausdorff measure, and to prove that these results are best possible. To 
simplify, T,(E, B) = 0 is more or less equivalent to the condition that the 
Hausdorff measure of E is zero with respect to the measure function h(r) = 
(log(llr))l-“, and sharp theorems on the connection are given. Also, a theorem is 
proved on the well-known relation between conformal capacity and Green 
capacity for 12 = 2. 
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